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The Big Picture

LAFCO has power to:
• Create new cities and special districts
• Change boundaries

• Change authorized services
• Allow service extensions

• Perform municipal service reviews
• Reorganize local agencies
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Getting it right matters…
BOE did not
change the
tax info
Assessor
didn’t change
tax assessment

City provides
services but gets
no tax revenues
Lots of work
to correct data
of agencies &
pay the city.

LAFCO fails to notify
agencies about a
completed annexation
RoV does not have
correct jurisdictional
boundaries map

RoV prints
wrong
ballots
Voters,
candidates &
city complain
RoV
reprints
ballots

Agencies
work more to
Get voters to
vote

County 911-Dispatch
does not have
correct jurisdictional
boundaries map

A fire emergency
call is routed to a
wrong agency
Call is rerouted:
confusing fire
agencies/taking
more time
More property
damage; added time
to process service
reimbursements

Why Mistakes Happen?

What to do when
Mistakes Happen?

What to do when mistakes happen?
• Identify the problem, tell your boss ASAP
• Take responsibility if the mistakes is yours,
don’t blame others

• Apologize to those affected
• Propose a solution to fix the mistake
• Make sure it is not repeated

How to Avoid Making
Mistakes

How to avoid making mistakes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn from past mistakes
Carefully review work
Allow enough time
Use checklists
Communicate and coordinate with others
Do the research, understand the issue/
process
• Follow standards, use templates

Zip – Zap – Zoe -Zee

A Mistake was made…

Fix the Problem, Not the Blame
You recently issued Certificates of Completion for the annexation of three
very large populated areas to the City of Paradise. As is customary, you
provide a copy of the recorded Certificates of Completion to the agencies
on your distribution list. Due to the timing of these annexations, registered
voters in these areas are now eligible to vote in the upcoming November
City Council Election. The County has experienced some problems with
previous elections and is hoping for a smooth election this time around.
The Registrar of Voters begins sending out the November ballots to the
areas. Puzzled, concerned, and angry registered voters in these areas begin
to call the City of Paradise, the Registrar, and their representative on the
County Board of Supervisors complaining that they did not receive the
correct ballot, one that includes the upcoming City Council Elections. Then,
a lot of finger-pointing ensues.
The Registrar of Voters says that they are not at fault and that LAFCO
failed to notify them concerning these annexations. You think you notified
the Registrar concerning these annexations and responded to all of their
data requests concerning annexations that have occurred in the last couple
of years. However, you have no physical record of these notifications. You
have been summoned to meet with the Registrar concerning this issue and
are also receiving inquiries from the Mayor of the City of Paradise and the
County Supervisor as to what went wrong with the LAFCO process. You
feel there is plenty of blame to go around, but don’t want to play the blame
game. Instead, you want to ensure that LAFCO’s process avoids these
problems and predicaments in the future. What is the appropriate way to
respond and to recover from this incident?

Going Rogue: When the Meeting Goes Off Script
You have polled the LAFCO Commission in advance to determine who
will be attending the LAFCO meeting and to ensure that there will be a
quorum. It is LAFCO’s first meeting with its new Chairperson who is also
on the County Board of Supervisors and is a veteran of public hearings.
Much to your surprise, the Chairperson calls the LAFCO meeting to order,
but fails to ask the Clerk to call roll and instead asks the LAFCO
Commissioners to all introduce themselves. You realize that this is a
deviation from the traditional process, but you do not want to interrupt the
flow of the meeting for what seems like a minor issue. Also, a LAFCO
Commissioner is not present and has not advised you of his planned
absence. You assume that he is just running a little late and will walk in at
any minute. The Alternate Commissioner is present, but not seated on the
dais. The agenda includes a controversial annexation application and there
are several members from the public in the audience for this item. The new
Chairperson moves through the agenda very quickly, and it appears that
on several items the Chairperson fails to ask for and receive a formal
motion, or a formal second, or to take a formal vote.
The meeting concludes and you can’t believe it went so sideways so
quickly. Following the conclusion of the meeting, an opponent of the
annexation proposal approaches you and states that it was very difficult to
follow along with the agenda and feels that it was a waste of his time to
attend the meeting. And to top things off, the Alternate Commissioner
approaches you and indicates that they are upset and frustrated that staff
failed to recognize them and to seat them on the dais, as that one LAFCO
Commissioner never made it to the meeting and they have traveled a great
distance to be present at the meeting. What is the best way to keep these
issues from reoccurring and to address them in the moment?

You Never Know Who’s Watching!
You are processing a complicated island annexation that you know
includes several property owners that do not want to be annexed into the
City of Wearebroke. You know that a small but well organized group of
property owners have hired a well-known attorney to observe the process.
The attorney has already made one public records request that required
you to copy documents for hours. After finishing another hectic week and
just two weeks before the dreaded public hearing, you realize that you
failed to mail the hearing notices to landowners and registered voters
within 300 feet of the island.
This comes on the heels of a recent community meeting where the island
residents spent most of their time complaining about how LAFCO and the
City of Wearebroke have not kept them informed about the annexation and
how the day and time of the community meeting conflicted with a very
important PTA meeting. Because this is an island annexation and property
owners and registered voters have no ability to protest or vote on the
annexation, you are tempted to not worry about your noticing mistake.
Besides, the people that you failed to notice are not even in the island. Do
you fix this mistake? How?

Is the Third Time the Charm?
Your LAFCO just completed the annexation of 24,000 acres into Heavenly
County Fire Protection District. The annexation consisted of 8
interconnected Subareas. A separate map and legal description was
prepared for each of the subareas. You discover that you recorded a
Certificate of Completion that is missing a page. Looks like it might have
been a copy machine error. After finding the missing page, you re-record
the Certificate of Completion with all the pages and notify all of the
affected agencies. A week later you get a call from the County Surveyor’s
Office who approved all the maps and legal descriptions. The County
Surveyor informs you that you recorded the correct maps and legal
descriptions for all of the Subareas, except Subarea #8. You now have to
correct your corrected recordation. A year later you get a call from a staff
person at the State Board of Equalization who is very confused about this
area and to which TRA it should belong. You explain it all to him but he
tells you that what he got from LAFCO does not reflect what you are
telling him and the reason he is looking into this is because the County
Controllers’ Office is questioning him.
What is the best way to fix this mistake in the recordation? Should you
notify others about the mistake and the correction and how would you
make sure they understand? How do you make sure that LAFCO and the
affected agencies use the correct map and description in the future?

Show Me the Money
A few months ago LAFCO conditionally approved the annexation of Parcel
“A” to the City of Monster Mansions, pending LAFCO receiving a check
for the SBE fees. However, until LAFCO receives the SBE fees, LAFCO will
not issue a Certificate of Completion for the annexation of Parcel “A” and
therefore Parcel “A” remains unincorporated. Last week you spoke with
the owner of Parcel “A” and they said that they were putting the check in
the mail that day. Expecting the check to arrive any day, LAFCO
conditionally approves the annexation of Parcel “B” to the City of Monster
Mansions, pending the payment of LAFCO fees and the issuing of the
Certificate of Completion for the annexation of Parcel “A,” which would
then make Parcel “B” contiguous to the city limits. This morning, the
owner of Parcel “C” submits an annexation application to LAFCO and
includes the required fees for LAFCO and SBE. He says he is anxious to get
LAFCO’s approval and personally knows many of the LAFCO
Commissioners. He plans to knock down his very modest bungalow and
replace it with a new home that is more fitting for a California Titan.
However his parcel needs to be annexed to the City before he can get the
necessary building permits. The problem is that Parcel “A” and Parcel “B”
still have not paid their fees and therefore LAFCO has not issued a
Certificate of Completion for either of these annexations and the parcels
remain unincorporated. Unless and until these two annexations are
completed, Parcel “C” cannot be annexed because it would not be
considered contiguous to the city limits. What should you do now? What
could you do in the future to avoid this situation from occurring?
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NOTICING REQUIREMENTS FOR NON-100% CONSENT CHANGE OF
ORGANIZATION OR REORGANIZATION
(Proposals that do not have consent from all landowners in affected area)
All notices to be provided at least 21 days prior to hearing
Public Hearing Notice

Public
Hearing

Protest
Hearing

(§56660 &
§56661)

(§57025)

BY MAIL / E-MAIL TO (§56661, §56157):
Legislative body & manager of affected local agencies

X

X

County

X

X

Each city within 3 miles of exterior boundaries of area (only
for annexation, detachment, or reorganization providing for
the formation of a new district)

X

__

Proponents

X

X

*Landowners in area

X

X

*Registered Voters in area

X

X1

*Landowners within 300 feet of exterior boundaries of area

X

__

*Registered Voters within 300’ of exterior boundaries of area

X

__

Director of Forestry and Fire Protection if SRA is within area

X

Director of Conservation if Williamson Act land is involved

X

__

Persons requesting special notice

X

X

Official Bulletin Board used for posting public notices OR
on / near doors of meeting room of legislative body

X

X

LAFCO Web Site

X

X

X

X

BY POSTING ON (§56158, §56159 & §56661):

BY PUBLICATION IN (§56153, §56154, §56660):
One or more newspapers of general circulation within
affected city

*If total number of notices required to be mailed exceeds 1,000, then notice may instead be
provided by publishing a display advertisement of at least one-eighth page in a newspaper
of general circulation within each affected county, affected city, or affected district at least
21 days prior to the hearing. [§56157(h)]
1Applies

to only inhabited Proposals. [§57025(c)]
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100 % CONSENT PROPOSALS
Waiver of Notice and Hearing and Protest Proceedings (§56663)

1

NOTICE OF FILING
Provide Notice of Filing of petition / resolution to affected agencies disclosing that unless written opposition is received
regarding the proposal or the commission’s intent to waive protest proceedings, there will be no further protest
proceedings / election. §56663(b)
AND
In the case of an inhabited territory, also provide Notice to all registered voters & landowners within the affected territory
disclosing that unless written opposition is received prior to close of hearing regarding the proposal or the commission’s
intent to waive protest proceedings, there will be no further protest proceedings / election. §56663(d)(1)
Within 10 days of mailing the Notice of Filing §56663(b)

2

An Affected Agency Files a Written Demand
to Provide Notice and Hold Hearing

YES

3A

Provide 21-day Notice for
Public Hearing §56663(b)

NO

3B

WAIVER OF NOTICE & HEARING
LAFCO Considers at Regular Meeting
§56663(b)(3)

Hold LAFCO Public Hearing §56663(b)

LAFCO Denies Proposal

LAFCO Denies Proposal

Proposal is Terminated

Proposal is Terminated

4

WAIVER OF PROTEST PROCEEDINGS
LAFCO approves proposal and may waive protest proceeding if:

UNINHABITED §56663(c)

INHABITED §56663(d)

All landowners within the affected territory have given
written consent to the proposal & no written opposition
to LAFCO waiving protest proceedings is received from
a private railroad company that is an owner of land
within the affected territory prior to conclusion of the
hearing
AND
No subject agency has submitted written opposition to
a waiver of protest proceedings

No written opposition from registered voters or
landowners within the affected territory is received prior
to conclusion of the hearing
AND
No subject agency has submitted written opposition to
the waiver of protest proceedings

BROWN ACT NOTICING
REQUIREMENTS
By
Malathy Subramanian
Best Best & Krieger LLP

Brown Act Noticing Requirements
1.

Purpose of Brown Act

2.

Application to LAFCO

3.

Brown Act Noticing Requirements for:
–

Regular Meetings

–

Special Meetings

–

Closed Sessions

–

Teleconferencing

–

Off-Site Meetings

4.

Meeting Agenda Items

5.

Public Comments

6.

Public Recording of Meetings

7.

Penalties and Remedies
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The Brown Act - Purpose
“The people insist
on remaining
informed so that
they may retain
control over the
instruments they
have created.”
(Gov’t Code 54950)

The Brown Act - Application
To whom does the act apply?
• Local agencies
• Legislative bodies
• Meetings
• Persons elected to
legislative bodies, even prior
to assuming office
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The Brown Act - Application
• Meeting
– Any gathering of a majority of the members at the
same time and place to hear, discuss or deliberate
upon any matter under their jurisdiction.
– No action needs to be taken for a meeting to
occur; conversations between members of a
legislative body about issues confronting the
agency is sufficient.

5

The Brown Act - Application
• Not a Meeting
– Individual contacts;
– Conferences and seminars – Attendance at conferences
open to the public on issues of general interest to the public
or public agencies;
– Community meetings;
– Purely social or ceremonial occasions;
– Meetings with other legislative bodies – a majority of the
governing body may attend as long as they do not discuss
among themselves issues related to the agency.

6

Noticing Requirements:
REGULAR MEETINGS
– Post 72 hours prior to the meeting.
– Must include the time and location of the meeting.
– Must contain a brief general description of each
item to be discussed or addressed, including
closed-session items.
– Notices available in alternative ADA formats and
distributed in advance to those who request
copies.
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Noticing Requirements:
SPECIAL MEETINGS
– Posted no later than 24 hours prior to the
meeting.
– Must include the time and location of the meeting.
– Must contain a brief general description of each
item to be discussed or addressed, including
closed-session items.
– Notices available in alternative ADA formats
– Notice to be delivered to each member and to
each local newspaper of general circulation and
radio or television station requesting notice in
writing and to those who request copies.
8

Noticing Requirements:
TELECONFERENCING
– Posted no later than 24 hours prior to the special
meeting and 72 hours prior to the regular meeting
and posted at the teleconference location.
– Must include the time and location of the meeting
and identify the teleconference location.
– Must contain a brief general description of each
item to be discussed or addressed, including
closed-session items.
– Must have roll call vote on all items.
– Quorum must participate in location within the
Commission’s boundaries.
9

Noticing Requirements:
OFF-SITE MEETINGS
– Posted no later than 24 hours prior to special
meeting.
– Must include the time and location of the meeting.
– Must contain a brief general description of each
item to be discussed or addressed.
– Must be accessible to the public without making
payment or purchase.
– Must be within the boundaries of the Commission
w/certain exceptions.
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Noticing Requirements
CLOSED SESSIONS

• Must be expressly authorized –
• Conference with Legal Counsel – existing
litigation or anticipated litigation
• Public Employee Appointment
• Public Employee Performance Evaluation
• Must be briefly described in agenda
• If action is taken, may need to report to the public
11

Meeting Agenda Items
No action or discussion allowed for any item not listed on agenda
except for:
– Adding Items of Subsequent Need. Adding items by 2/3 vote
because of need for immediate action that came to the attention
after the agenda is posted
– Consideration of items continued to another meeting within 5
calendar days
– Brief responses to statements or questions from public
– Questions to staff for clarification of matters based upon public
comments
– Brief announcements or reports on member’s or staff’s own
activities
– Providing references or information to staff
– Asking staff to report back at a future meeting on any matter

12

The Public’s Right to Comment:
– At every regular meeting,
members of the public have the
right to directly address the
body on any item of public
interest if that item is under the
jurisdiction of the body.
– For agenda items, the public
must be given an opportunity to
comment before or during the
body’s consideration of the
item.
– At special meetings, members
of the public have the right to
address the body about any
item that is listed on the
agenda.
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The Public’s Right to Comment:
Every agenda must provide opportunity for the public to
speak:
 On items of interest to the public
 Before/during consideration of item
 On items not on agenda (but within jurisdiction of
agency)
 Not required to register
 Rules of decorum are permitted (i.e. 3 minute
requirement)

14

Public Recording of Meetings:
• The public must be allowed to audio or video tape a
meeting unless the Commission can make a
reasonable finding that the recording would
constitute a persistent disruption of the proceedings
• Recordings of public meetings by the Commission
are public records

15

Penalties and Remedies:
• Violations may be prevented/stopped by
court order.
• Actions not in compliance may be
invalidated; however, there is an opportunity
for the governing body to cure upon
notification.
• Court costs and attorneys’ fees are
recoverable.
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CKH Act
Noticing Requirements
Dunia Noel
LAFCO of Santa Clara County

1

Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act:
Public Hearing Noticing Requirements
Focus is on LAFCO Noticing Requirements for a
“Change of Organization” or “Reorganization”
Proposal

1. Non-100% Consent Proposals: Notice of Public
Hearing and Protest Proceedings
- Flowchart & Checklist & Pointers on Noticing
2. 100% Consent Proposals: Waiver of Notice and
Hearing and Protest Proceedings
- Flowchart & Discussion of Process
2

LAFCO “Change of Organization” or
“Reorganization” Proposal
Some examples of a LAFCO Change of Organization (§56021):
– A city incorporation
– A district formation
– An annexation to, or detachment from, a city or district
– A disincorporation of a city
– A district dissolution
– A consolidation of cities or special districts
– A merger or establishment of a subsidiary district
A “Reorganization” is two or more changes of organization
initiated in a single proposal. (§56073)
3

Overview of Noticing Requirements for
LAFCO Public Hearing
Change of Organization or
Reorganization
100% Consent
(§56663)
Uninhabited or
Inhabited

Waiver of Notice and
Hearing and Protest
Proceedings for 100%
Consent Proposals

Non-100% Consent
(§56658 & §56662)
Mail Notice of Public
Hearing
LAFCO holds Public
Hearing with Public
Notice
LAFCO/EO holds
Protest Proceedings
with Public Notice
4

NON-100% CONSENT
CHANGE OF ORGANIZATION OR
REORGANIZATION
(Proposal without the consent of all owners of land)

5

Flowchart &
Checklist &
Pointers on Noticing for
Non-100% Consent Proposals

Noticing Requirements

No. 2
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Public Hearing Noticing for a Non-100% Consent
City Annexation Proposal (§56662)
Mail LAFCO’s Notice of Public Hearing to (see Column #1)
21 Days Before Hearing Date (§56660 & §56661)
LAFCO Considers Proposal at a Public Hearing
LAFCO Approves Proposal and Orders Protest
Proceedings to be Held
Provide Public Hearing Notice to (see Column #2)
Between 30th and 35th Day Following the LAFCO Hearing and Set
Date for Protest Proceedings between 21 to 60 Days of Notice
Date (§57025)

LAFCO/EO Holds Protest Proceedings

Noticing Requirements

No. 2

7

Mailed, Posted & Published
Notices of LAFCO Hearing
• All notices must be mailed, posted, & published at least
21 days prior to the date specified in the notice for the
hearing. (§56156)
• A posted notice for a LAFCO hearing must remain posted
to the time of the hearing. (§56159)

Noticing Requirements

No. 2
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“Affected Territory”
• “Any territory for which a change of organization or
reorganization is proposed or ordered.” (§56015)

Noticing Requirements

No. 2

9

“Affected Local Agency”
• “Any local agency which contains, or would contain, or
whose sphere of influence contains, any territory within a
proposal or study to be reviewed by the commission.”
(§56014)

Noticing Requirements

No. 2
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“Proponent(s)”
• Person or persons who file a notice of intention to
circulate a petition with the LAFCO EO
or
• Affected local agency or agencies that adopt a resolution
of application
(§56068)

Noticing Requirements

No. 2

11

“Landowner” or “Owner of Land”
• Any person shown as the owner of the land on the
most recent assessment roll being prepared by the
county at the time the proponent adopts a resolution
of application or files a notice of intention to circulate
a petition with the LAFCO EO… (§56048)
• Any person shown in the agreement as purchaser,
where land is subject to a recorded written
agreement of sale,
• Any public agency owning land (except a public
agency which owns highways, rights-of-way,
easements, waterways, or canals).
(§56048)
Noticing Requirements

No. 2
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Multiple Notices To Same Individual
Not Required
• If a landowner or landowners and registered voter or
voters are the same individual or individuals, only one
notice is required to be mailed. [§56157(g)]

Noticing Requirements

No. 2
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2 Types of Public Hearing Notices that We
Mail at Santa Clara LAFCO
Type #1- Landowners & Other Affected Agencies
Type #2- Landowners / Registered Voters Within 300 Feet
of Proposal
Note for Type #2: Your property is NOT one of the parcels
subject to the proposal, but is located within 300 feet of the
subject parcel(s). State law requires that property owners
and voters within 300’ of a proposed project be notified of
any public hearings relating to that project.

Noticing Requirements

No. 2

14

Publishing in Newspaper in Lieu of Mailing
Notices to Landowners & Registered Voters
• If the total number of notices required to be mailed
to landowners in the subject area, landowners
within 300 feet of the subject area, registered
voters in subject area, and registered voters within
300 feet of the subject area exceeds 1,000, then
LAFCO can publish notice in newspaper rather than
mailing. [§56157(h)]
• Publish a display advertisement of at least oneeighth page in a newspaper of general circulation…,
at least 21 days prior to meeting. [§56157(h)]
Noticing Requirements

No. 2
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CAL FIRE State Responsibility Area
• Must notify Director of Forestry and Fire Protection if
proposal is within a State Responsibility Area (SRA).
[§56661(f)]

• SRA Area consists of lands where State has primary
financial responsibility for preventing & suppressing fires.

Noticing Requirements

No. 2
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Williamson Act Lands
• Must notify Director of Conservation if proposal would
result in the annexation of Williamson Act Lands to a city.
(§56753 & §56753.5)

Noticing Requirements

No. 2
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If Railroad Company is a “Landowner”
Send copies of Landowner notices for annexations or other LAFCO
proposals to each of the offices below, regardless of the county:
BNSF (Burlington Northern
Santa Fe) Railway
General Manager
BN Railway
740 Carnegie Drive
San Bernardino, CA 92408

Union Pacific Railroad
Attn: Donna Coltrane
1400 Douglas Street
Omaha, NE 68179
DMCOLTRA@UP.COM

Manager, Environmental Operations
740 Carnegie Drive
San Bernardino, CA 92408

Noticing Requirements

Union Pacific Railroad

No. 2

W.H. Pohle
Union Pacific Railroad
10031 Foothills Blvd.
Roseville, CA 95747
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Public Hearing Noticing for a Non -100% Consent
City Annexation Proposal (§56662)
Mail LAFCO’s Notice of Public Hearing to (see Column #1)
21 Days Before Hearing Date (§56660 & §56661)
LAFCO Considers Proposal at a Public Hearing
LAFCO Approves Proposal and Orders Protest
Proceedings to be Held
Provide Public Hearing Notice to (see Column #2)
Between 30th and 35th Day Following the LAFCO Hearing and Set
Date for Protest Proceedings between 21 to 60 Days of Notice
Date (§57025)

LAFCO/EO Holds Protest Proceedings

Noticing Requirements

No. 2
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100% CONSENT
CHANGE OF ORGANIZATION OR
REORGANIZATION
(Proposal with consent of all owners of land)

20

Overview of Noticing Requirements for
LAFCO Public Hearing
Change of Organization or
Reorganization
100% Consent
(§56663)
Uninhabited or
Inhabited
See Handout on
Waiver of Notice and
Hearing and Protest
Proceedings for 100%
Consent Proposals

Non-100% Consent
(§56658 & §56662)
Mail Notice of Public
Hearing
LAFCO holds Public
Hearing with Public
Notice
LAFCO/EO holds
Protest Proceedings
with Public Notice
21

Flowchart &
Discussion on Waiving Notice
and Hearing and Protest Proceedings
for 100% Consent Proposals

Noticing Requirements

No. 2

22

Uninhabited vs. Inhabited

Uninhabited Territory (§56046)

Inhabited Territory (§56046)

When there reside 11 or less
registered voters

When there reside 12 or more
registered voters
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“Subject Agency”
• “Each district or city for which a change of organization
or reorganization is proposed or provided in a plan of
reorganization.” (§56077)

Noticing Requirements

No. 2

24

Failure to Receive Notice & Validity of
LAFCO Action
• Failure of any person or entity to receive notice given by
LAFCO shall not constitute grounds for any court to
invalidate any action taken for which the notice was
given. (§56160)
• Thorough record keeping is essential in order to defend
any process challenges. Consult LAFCO Legal Counsel if
noticing is challenged.

Noticing Requirements

No. 2

25

Questions & Game

26

